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Introduction
The Brighton and Hove Archaeological Society continued its excavation of the site known
as Rocky Clump, Stanmer from early May to December of 1994. The site was, however,
only extended by a limited degree due to ‘Rescue’ archaeological support being required
at several other sites during the excavation period. These other sites included the Patcham
Fawcett School area to the west of the school precincts where Bronze Age features
including a round house and terrace were found and other Roman features. A resistivity
survey was conducted at Clayton Manor the site of a possible Roman bath house, with
documented mosaics. A section of the Brighton and Hove field team assisted over several
weeks’ excavations at Hassocks upon the site of a new golf course. At this site Roman,
Prehistoric and Saxon features were found. These features included a Roman Road,
overlying a prehistoric road and two Saxon houses.
At Rocky Clump, in 1994, the majority of the excavation was conducted in the field to the
north of the trees. Inside the trees a small trench was opened up, trench L. Trench L lay in
an area to the east of the base line and to the south of the 1950 excavation. The area
appeared to lie untouched by either excavation and was accessible. Ref 495E493N.
Trench L was cut in a ‘F’ shape and produced several features 76, 77, 78, 79 and 80.
Features 79 and 80 proved to align with part of the 1950 excavation and were a grave cut
and post hole alignment from the old plan. The grave cut was Gvi on the original plan and
the post hole was PHxvii. The addition of these features to the features found in 1993
(PH4, PHxxl, xxla, PHxxv and xxvi) have allowed a greater degree of accuracy in
orientation and interrelation of the two excavations. These overlays have been produced
using a Radan C. A. D. system.
An extension to trench F at the north end close to the field edge was cut to examine
possible cuts from Roman features. The section was extended a further 2 meters to the
east exposing further areas of the ditch surrounding the trees, feature 48. No cuts were
found; the ditch was sectioned In 2 places and was found to he a very heavy clay fill with a
lower chalk rubble. It was sterile of finds.
Trench J in the field to the north of Rocky Clump was the main focus of attention in 1994.
The trench was extended south to the fence line, this varied from 1.5 to 1.8 metres. The
trench was squared up on the north face to produce an open section of 55 square metres.
The open section produced many new features including 82,83,84,87,90,91,95,96,97, 100,
110 and 111. Several of the features found in 1993 were investigated further, by sectioning
and drawing including feature 71 and 69. Upon soil removal at the east end of trench 3.
Feature 59 was found to continue for only a short distance. Cleaning back above feature
57 to the south produced a chalk wall footing feature 95.
Post hole features numbers 87,90 and 91 on the east side of the trench contained
noticeably fewer pottery and hone finds in the fill. However, features in the centre of trench
J, 84, 58, 74 and 71 contained Quantities of pottery, bone and shell.
Feature 57/70 proved to contain a form of dry stone walling sitting in a large rounded pit.
The wall consisted of worked sarsen stone, unworked sarsen stone, nodular flint and

tabular flint. One section of the wall was found to he a discarded loom weight, triangular in
shape. No further grave cuts were revealed in 1994.
Feature 48
Trench F was extended a further 2 metres in an easterly direction at the north end, to seek
features cutting or cut by this ditch. None were found, The ditch was sectioned In two
places at the east and west ends, by sections 5) centimetres wide, The ditch was found to
he 90 centimetres wide arid 40 to 50 centimetres deco, it was flat bottomed. The north side
of the ditch had greater erosion than the south, which maintained a steep sided section.
The fill of the ditch was a predominantly thick clay deposit, with some flint Inclusions.
There were no archaeological finds from the fill of the ditch.
Feature 53
The remaining fill of the “Medieval’ parish boundary ditch was removed. The fill contained
some pottery. bone and shell. The depth of the ditch running north to south remained very
shallow in section with a maximum depth of 2.5 centimetres. It was not possible to
examine the intersection of the. ditch features 48 and as the area lies under large tree
stumps left. after the gales of 1987.
Feature 57/70
Feature 57 is a large round pit 1.8 metres in diameter and 0.8.6 metres in depth. The pit
was cut by feature 95 on the south side. Feature 96 was a round post hole, with a smaller
pointed post hole in the bottom, feature 96A. Feature 96A is probably a product of the
manufacture of feature 96. Context 70 is the area lying below a 60 centimetre line (Taken
from the top of the ploughed soil) and the fill therein. This line is noted as a thin layer in a
restricted area of burning and scorching, with some fill of burned chalk. The wall of sarsen
and flint stones lay on the north face of the pit. The wall was a vertical section running west
to east, it is too contrived to have been dumped randomly. There were two other blocks of
sarsen to the south of the wall feature in the lower deposits and a 270 degree section of a
rotary quern fragment. Removal of the wall feature found that the sarsen stones cut a
shallow post hole context 110 on the north side. Another similar shallow post hole was also
revealed below the chalk wall footing on the south side of feature 57, context 97. The
sections of sarsen stones contained some fragments of natural rounded configurations.
However, some of the larger dressed blocks with probable scorch marks, attributed to the
cutting of the stone, lay in the upper section of the wall.
One section of sarsen stone resembled a possible keystone. During the removal of the
wall stones, pottery and hone was removed from between and behind the blocks. There is
some early indication of possible Iron Age sherds. As mentioned in the earlier report the
majority of bone material found was black and burned. The removal of the wall blocks left
a. spherical section remaining cut into the clay outcrop.
The section was a complex feature to section and excavate with so many variables in the
context. The pit was cut partially into a clay outcrop, with some thick pliable geological
deposits and some natural deposits. The east side of the pit cut into natural chalk, flints
coated with Iron oxide and manganese also lay against the chalk side, similar to solution
hollow deposits. . It was difficult to determine whether the flint material had been removed
in antiquity and replaced. The feature was removed of fill hack to natural clay.

There was no discernable stratigraphy and this applied to both features 57 arid 96.
Features 96,97 and 95
Feature 95 was an oval pit with a rounded base leading into an even smaller post hole
96A. The dimensions of the pit were 1.3 metres east to west and 0.8 metres north to south.
Adjacent to this feature but not cut by it was feature 97. Post hole 97 was 30 centimetres in
diameter and only 5 centimetres in depth. Both features 96 and 97 lay beneath a shallow
chalk wall layer, this feature ran from west to east for 1.4 metres.
Whether the footing extended further to the east is difficult to determine as it would have
blended with the natural chalk.
Features 69 and 94
Feature 64 was partially revealed in 1993. Extension of trench I in the easterly direction
found that feature 69 faded out to a. disturbed area of chalk, small gullies radiating in
variable directions. Feature 69 was a depression and many finds of Samian ware, a
bronze stud and a Roman key were found in the layer above the flint strata. On the east
side of feature 69 a similar area of flint mixed with archaeology and incongruous geological
deposits ran in a linear mode south to north, the section was noted as 150 - 200
millimetres wide and appeared to be a wall footing.
The exposed section of feature 69 was evacuated using Quadrants. A shallow section was
anticipated, however an archaeological fill lay beneath the flint surface. This fill contained
hone shell arid pottery. The depth of this fill varied from 20 to 30 centimetres. As
excavation was being carried out the sides and base of a solution hollow were presented.
The fill of feature 69 overlay natural geological deposits. The flint layer was not geological
but indeed a feature. Feature 69 the solution hollow was a large oval shape 2.2 metres
long into baulk and 2.0 metres wide east to west. The wall feature context 94 was originally
part of the flint floor layer, but due to the dropping of the floor layer around the solution
hollow, produced by water action had produced a raised area that did resemble a. wall hut
was not. It is noted that the whole surface of trench 3 is water affected, there is very little
‘flat’ areas of chalk. The sides of feature 69 the solution hollow consisted of very soft chalk
and was not man cut, It is as though ‘the feature had been cut into the hollow itself for a
limited depth, the natural Iron oxide covered flint that lies above solution hollows may have
been utilised? Of course even the underlying clay may have been used. The area of
geological deposits were investigated by mattocking and shovelling hut the deposits
proved to he geological below this level. However, during this process another feature,
context 111, was found.
Feature 111
This feature is a shallow flat bottomed post hole of diameter 41 centimetres. It lies below
the flint floor context of 69. It is a shallow’ feature cutting into the natural deposits only 12
centimetres. It had chalk blocks arid flint pieces formed into packing around the post down
to the flat bottom. The fill contained a single piece of bone and a single piece of pottery.
Feature 71
This feature was noted ‘in 1993, hut was excavated in 1994. This feature proved to be a
post hole 50 centimetres in diameter and 33 centimetres deep. It contained two pieces of

packing to support the post, the piece to the south was of natural sarsen stone, while the
piece to the north was a fragment of possible mortared material, this is currently being
investigated. Finds from. This post hole included some Samian pottery. To the north of
feature 71 was small stake hole context 99, it had no finds.
Features 87. 90. 91 and 100
Feature 87 was a shallow pit. with a double level, one half of the feature being deeper than
the other. It is a. probable flint. hollow. Close to this feature on the east side of trench J
were features 90, 91 and 100. Features 90 and 91 are post holes, feature 91 being
rounded and less deep than 90. Feature 90 is flat bottomed. All these three features
contained chalky loam fills and no finds.
Feature 100
This feature was originally assigned a geological context due to overlying sarsen stone
and clay deposits. Careful examination by towelling proved otherwise. This post hole
proved to be quite large in diameter 53 centimetres and 60 centimetres in depth. It had a
similar fill to post holes 90 and 91 but this feature contained finds of hone and pottery. It
was flat bottomed. The post hole cut an adjoining feature context 82.
Features 82, 83, 84 and (100)
Cutting back trench J south towards the fence line anticipated completing the excavation of
the large post hole. feature 54 found in 1993. After the trench was cleaned in this area
several new large features were revealed. Feature 54 was found to have cut. an earlier
feature, the pit context 83. Feature 8.2 a shallow pit also cuts 83, but this feature is in turn
cut. by feature 100. The pit context. 83 had two discernible layers, the upper was of darker
material with much flint in the fill, the lower contained a fill of chalk nodules, both large and
small. The pit context 83 contained a very large sarsen stone. This feature also provided
one of the rarer finds a bronze broach from the upper fill. Pottery, hone and shell were
forthcoming from all these features.
Feature 98
This was a narrow gully of only 4-5 centimetres wide. It did contain archaeology, pottery.
hut after careful examination proved to be a probable root canal or water channel and not
an archaeological feature, it ran straight for a distance but then began to meander.
Feature 14
The large storage pit., dated to the Iron Age by pottery style was used during the 1994
excavations for training. In both section drawing, identification of stratification and
towelling. Soil samples were taken once again in this pit and over all the site where soil
analysis was deemed significant. Apparently Roman sites of this period have extensive
coverage of soil analysis and very little new Information Is expected. (M.Allen Pers.
Comm.) The whole of trench J was planned both before and after excavation. All features
found were drawn, sectioned and photographed both in film and slide. Trench F was back
filled within the trees and at the north end, only the area around feature 14 remains open.
Trench L still has features to he excavated and recorded. Trench J will he backfilled during
the early part of 1995.

Small Finds of 1993 and 1994
1. Roman Coin located E493.6 N502 found during top soil removal. This coin has
proved to be a Barbarous Radiate dating to A.D.275-A.D.291. (Pers. Comm. Mr
David Rudling)
2. Roman Key located E.500.8 N.519.5 This find came from above the flint surface of
context 69.
3. Bronze Stud located E501.6 N.519.5. The stud used as furniture decoration were
found in quantity at Fishhourne Roman Palace.
4. Bronze Pin located behind the sarsen blocks In feature 57
5. Bronze Broach located in fill context 92 of pit feature 83. A slight Inverted and
returned flange may prove to show the item to be of Iron-Age dating.
6. Bronze Broach end section, coil, located E.501.6 N.519.5 above flint layer,
7. Baked clay head, found on spoil heap of material from feature 57/70.
8. Rotary Quernstone, almost complete (75%) material greensand.
9. Quernstone, fragment from shallow pit 82
10. Rubbing stone, from pit 82.
11. Loom Weight- A carved perforated triangular shaped loom weight made from chalk,
part of the dry stone walling in feature 57/70.
12. Large section of mortar, flint encrusted, with opus signum attached, part of a villa
floor layer? From feature 71. , used as post support.
Conclusions
The 1995 excavations have produced more evidence for am earlier Iron Age phase of the
site These include the late Iron Age broach from feature 83 and the loom weight from the
wall of feature 57/70.
It is still too early to determine the exact purpose of the whole area, Is it a farm or shrine?
The large post holes found in 1950 and again in 1993 still rose a problem. If the posts do
belong to a structure what size? The evidence to date would suggest a thatched or turfed
roof building as the quantities of tile are too few for such a large covering of tile, even with
allowance for robbing of materials. Again the questions arises of totems?
The features found in 1994 are beginning to suggest some form of chronology. At the east.
end of trench J there are a collection of pits and post holes. Features 54, 82, 83 84 and
100 are very closely linked and cut one another, The earliest phase consists of pit 83, this
large oval rubbish pit contained the Iron Age broach. This feature was cut by both feature
54, and feature 82. Feature 82 was a flat bottomed shallow pit lying to the east of pit. 83.
The large post inserted into the post hole of feature 54 had obviously caused problems as

proven by the insertion of the large sarsen stone into the fill of feature 83 and abutting the
post of feature 54. This indicates that the early phase rubbish pit had been filled and
forgotten about when the later construction work was begun. The fact that feature 82 cuts
83 also is proven by the section of the fills alone. The final phase in this area is the post
hole 100. This also is proven by the insertion of a sarsen stone support on the fill side of
feature 82 as a post support. The final post hole in this area feature 84 is set apart from
the other features and may be part of the complex. However, this feature does form part of
a possible structure comprising four pos± holes running south to north. These post holes
are 84, 58, 74 and 71. These four post holes contained 1st and 2nd century pottery.
Converging around the pit feature 83 is another set. of post holes comprising features 100,
91 and 90. These post holes on the east side of the trench had no finds and a completely
different type of fill consisting of a light chalky loam style.
A chronology for this: section is thus established. Phase one pit 83, phase 2 pit. 82 and
post hole 54, and finally phase three post hole 100. It is not possible to determine whether
features 82 and 54 are contemporary only that they post date feature 83.
The converging lines of post holes, 84,58,74,71 and 100,91,90 form two lines either side of
feature 69 another pit, overlying a solution hollow. A chronology can also be determined
for some of these features. For some reason ancient excavation of the pit 69 did take
place to a very limited degree, about 30 centimetres in depth. The pit~ was then backfilled
and covered with a layer of flint cobbling. Finds of Samian ware (Terra Sigillata). a key and
a bronze stud have been found in the layer of flint and Immediately above It. Other finds
have included coarse pottery, bone and oysters in the same layer. However during
excavation of the layer below the flint a post hole, feature 111 was found lying under the
flint. cobbling and It. contained a single piece of grey sandy ware pottery. The post hole
was lined with chalk blocks on the bottom layer. the chronology of this feature is that the
post hole 111, is sealed and earlier than the cobbled surface. The finds above the cobbling
date to the 1st and 2nd century, so the post hole must. pre-date this, the pottery find poses
a problem being possibly of contemporary dating. The pottery may of course have fallen in
upon the removal of the post prior to the laying of the cobbled surface.
The most complex features are that which lie at the west end of trench J and consists of
contexts 57, 70, 95, 96, 96A, 97, 101 and the dry stone wall constructed within 57/70. An
early phase for this area is indicated by the presence of the carved chalk loom weight
found as part of the wall construction. The only positive chronological features are 96, 96A
and 97 which lie beneath the chalk wall footing of feature 95. The pit features of both 96,
96A and 57/70 have no ‘stratified layers and this suggests that the pits were filled in very
quickly and at similar times If not the same time. The finds from pit 57/70 include pottery
and hone, with oyster from the top fill. Most of the hone material is scorched arid burned,
an ox jaw was recovered from the bottom of this pit. A bronze pin was found within the wall
composition, and later Roman pottery found behind and within the wall. The pottery is
mostly coarse ware.
The dry stone wall consisted of several pieces of sarsen. Some of the sarsen stones had
signs of burning and scorching, these blocks were, square sectioned and the burn marks
are probably associated with the splitting and dressing carried out. One sarsen with a
curved trough shape had a large corner section missing, but it is possible that as this stone
comprised one of the upper layers that ploughing may have caused the section removal.
One sarsen stone was also the shape of a possible key—stone. the sarsens comprised the
upper layers. The lower layers of the wall were a mixture of nodular and tabular flint, with a
large iron stone segment and the chalk loom weight. In the pit and adjacent to the wall to

the south of the wall feature were a further two blocks of sarsen stone, not of the between
these sarsen blocks and the wall was a large fragment of partially manufactured. but
damaged. rotary quern.
The term wall is used for this feature, as tumble would certainly not apply. The pit (feature
57/70 was rounded both in its circumference and section. The smaller flint nodules were
used as the base for the wall and gradually as the section increased in width up the side of
the pit, the larger sarsen stone segments were placed at the top in the widest section. This
was a deliberately constructed feature and not a random dumping of debris.
As the majority of features in this complex are not linked in archaeological stratigraphical
layers some form of hypothesis must he forthcoming. The earliest phase of the group is
the digging of the rounded pit feature 57/70. It is possible that at this phase the feature
maintained an industrial use, perhaps as a loom between posts 97 and 101.
The next phase of this feature appears to be the incomplete construction of some form of
oven or corn dryer. It is at this stage that the wall on the north side of the pit 57/70 is built,
at the same time post hole 96 was dug as a stoke hole. The rounded base of the pit was
filled and flattened out to a level surface. At a measurement of 60 centimetres below the
ploughed surface were found traces of burning and some pieces of burned chalk. The two
separate sarsen blocks indicate the possible outset of the formation of a south wall,
however no flues were found and the lack of stratification of fill emphasises that the pit was
quickly filled in. The material of this fill includes much domestic debris of burned bone and
pottery and the rotary quern. The reason for the sudden change cannot be explained by
archaeological assessment. The wall cut into posthole 101.
The final phase of the complex is the construction of some building above the pit indicated
by the chalk wall footing perhaps associated with the line of post holes to the east, features
84,58, 74 and 71.
The earliest chronology can now he viewed as consisting of the very large storage pit
feature 14, the large pit 83, and the industrial section of feature 57/70. The post hole under
the cobbled area may also be included in this phase. Pottery analysis and other find dating
may confirm these assumptions. The post holes to the west are of the 1st or 2nd century
and post date the cobbled area, pits 82 and post hole 54 (probably 2nd Century). The west
post holes are undated.
The ‘Medieval’ ditch cutting across the trench from south to north contained hone, oyster
arid Roman pottery. This would he expected in an area containing so many RomanoBritish finds. However, until proven otherwise the speculation that the ditch is of medieval
origin arid .a parish boundary ditch remains a subject of contentious debate. The chalk wall
footing above features 95, 96 arid 97 is undated.
The excavations of 1994 have considerably increased the knowledge of the site at Rocky
Clump. The suspected Iron Age phase found in 1993 has now been confirmed by
additional features and finds, Including the loom weight, bronze broach and pottery. The
wall feature in the pit 57/70 poses a hypothetical explanation, already presented. The
accumulation of finds in trench J have suggested that this area of the site with its:
concentration of Industrial and domestic debris is a possible food preparation area. The
loom weight suggests other domestic activities with the creation of textiles. Trench J was
filled with pottery fragments, bone fragments of all dimensions and oyster shells. The
oyster shells found consisted in the main of the lid of the molluscs, a further indicator that

the area was for food preparation. The oven, corn dryer feature although incomplete
contained much burned bone, indicating cooking activities with the almost complete rotary
quern in the fill yet another clue. Fragments of several querns were found in other features.
Trench J is without doubt part of the domestic scene of the Romano-British and Iron Age
phase of Rocky Clump.
The finds above the cobbled floor of feature 69 in trench J have proved of some interest. It
is from this layer that we have recovered several pieces of Samian ware, and other sherds
have been found close by in the field in the ploughed soil. A Roman chest or box key has
been found and a bronze stud used in the decoration of Roman furniture. Several of these
studs were found In the Roman palace at Fishbourne, (Cunliffe:1971: 123)(D.Pudllng pers
comm.). Good quality pottery was also found in the fill of post hole 71 adjacent to this floor.
Whether the excavation is now encroaching on an inner family insulae is not yet
determined. The post holes on the west side of the cobbled floor are more structural than
fence line. The twin lines of converging post holes are unlikely to be contemporary, the
east line of posts contains virtually no packing material and are of shallower nature than
those on the west side. At this stage of the excavation it is not possible to know whether
the west most holes are one side of a. rectangular building structure or some form of leanto type of building. Only further excavation can answer these questions.
Although there have been further finds of Roman roofing tile, they are still very insignificant
in quantity and can only suggest that roofing was of timber or thatch.
The excavations of 1994 have produced further evidence for an early phase to Rocky
Clump during the Late Iron Age. The pottery initially suggests some form of continuity
during the first and second centuries, Coin evidence to date suggests that the site was still
in occupation during the third century. There is no evidence for occupation after this date.
The evidence for some possible Roman occupation during the fourth century in Stanmer,
comes from a solitary piece of pottery, a base, of Oxfordshlreware found at a location on
the adjacent hill top to the south ref TQ338087.
The overall plan of both excavations, the 1950 and the 1990, appears to produce evidence
of linear configurations with possible building rather than the circular often associated with
the round houses of Romano-Britain. Rectangular buildings are, however, not uncommon
In this period (CunlIffe 1995:70) The large post holes found during the 1950 and 1993
excavations are still not explained and it considered by the author that only further work to
the north and east will produce the evidence necessary to understand the correct
interpretation and purpose of the site.
The Brighton and Hove Archaeological Society. subject to permission, intend to continue
the archaeological excavation at Rocky Clump In 1995. The new programme will include
more geophysical activities over the south field. Excavations will include investigations In
trench A of the original brief to locate another possible Iron Age storage pit noted in the
1950 publication but not recorded, and further investigations In the north field.
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